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Abstract. We present the partial demonstration of displacement- and laser-noise free
interferometer (DFI) and the next experimental plan to examine the complete configuration.
A part of the full implementation of DFI has been demonstrated to confirm the cancellation
of beamsplitter displacements. The displacements were suppressed by about two orders of
magnitude. The aim of the next experiment is to operate the system and to confirm the
cancellation of all displacement noises, while the gravitational wave (GW) signals survive. The
optical displacements will be simulated by electro-optic modulators (EOM). To simulate the
GW contribution to laser lights, we will use multiple EOMs.

1. Introduction
Gravitational waves (GW) have been searched for years by ground-based GW detectors [1-6].
However, they have not been detected yet since their amplitudes are quite tiny and the detectors
are disturbed by a great amount of noise. The sensitivities of the detectors are limited by
various noises, e.g., seismic- and gravity gradient disturbances, thermal noises in mirrors and
suspensions, and shot noises. Recently, theoretical investigation of the GW detectors which are
free from both the displacement noises of the optics and the laser frequency noises have been
proposed [7, 8]. In these two papers, it was shown that when an N -test-mass array (N > d+2, d
is the spatial dimension of the array of test masses) consists of multiple interferometers, a
signal combination which does not sense displacement- and frequency-noises but sense the GW
contribution can be constructed. It is carried out by the fact that the GW contribution to phase
shifts of laser light takes a form different from that of optical displacements.

In the next section, the DFI configuration suggested in [9] will be introduced. In section 3,
the result of a proof-of-principle experiment will be presented. The experimental plan of the
next experiment will be explained in section 4.
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Figure 1. The 3-D DFI configura-
tion. It consists of 4 Mach-Zehnder
interferometers, MZI1, MZI2, MZI3
and MZI4. A and B are beamsplit-
ters, and C1,2 and D1,2 are steer-
ing mirrors. Path lengths between
mirrors and beamsplitters are L.
The light path of MZI1 is AtD2Br -
ArC2Bt; MZI2 is BtD2Ar - BrC2At;
MZI3 is AtC1Br-ArD1Bt; MZI4 is
BtC1Ar -BrD1At;. The subscripts
r and t denote reflection and trans-
mission at the beamsplitters.

2. DFI configuration
Reference [9] proposed 2D and 3D optical designs of DFI implemented by four Mach-Zehnder
interferometers (MZI). Figure 1 shows the 3D design that will be based. In this octahedron
configuration, two MZIs are combined to construct one bidirectional MZI where the two MZIs
are counterpropagating on the same optical path. The path length of AC2, C2B, AD2, and D2B
are the same so that the MZI1 and MZI2 responses to the folding mirrors are identical. The
displacements of the two folding mirrors are detected redundantly by the two MZIs and can be
eliminated clearly by combining the two signals. To eliminate the beamsplitter displacements, an
additional pair of identical bidirectional MZIs is employed. Thus the two pairs of bidirectional
MZIs sense the two beamsplitters redundantly and the displacement noises can be removed.
The frequency noises are canceled by each MZI itself because of the same arm lengths (AC2B
and AD2B for MZI1 and MZI2, AC1B and AD1B for MZI3 and MZI4). The GW signals will
remain in the combined signal because the GW and displacement noises contribute to light
propagation in different manners. As discussed in [9], the DFI signal has the GW response
which is proportional to (ΩGWL/c)2 for 3D configuration in the low frequency range, where
ΩGW is the GW frequency.

3. Partial demonstration
So far, the displacement noises of the folding mirrors were simulated by EOMs and a suppression
of about 45 dB was attained by using one bidirectional MZI [10]. The beamsplitter motion
has also been simulated by an EOM and the suppression of the displacement noises was
confirmed [11]. For the next step, we actually actuated the beamsplitter, and confirmed the
cancellation of the displacement-noise signals. In this experiment, the GW effects were not
simulated.

3.1. Experiment
Depicted in Fig. 2 is the optical layout of this experiment. Four mirrors and two beamsplitters
compose two MZIs which share the beamsplitters. These interferometers expressed in 2D
correspond to the combination of MZI1 and MZI3 in Fig. 1. In this 2D configuration, the
two input beams enter the interferometer. The incident beam of MZI1 is parallel to the x axis.
The incident beam of MZI3 is in the angle θ3 (π/4 < θ3 < 3π/4) in respect to the x axis. The
two beams are separated by beamsplitter A, then propagate the inline arms (AD2B and AC1B,
for MZI1 and MZI3, respectively) and the perpendicular arms (AC2B and AD1B, for MZI1
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Figure 2. The setup for the proof-of-
principle experiment. The two MZIs
are symmetric across the AB axis. �
and �′ denote the length between a
beamsplitter and a mirror of MZI1
and MZI3, respectively. The path
AD2 of MZI1 is parallel to the x axis.
The path AC1 of MZI3 is in the angle
θ3 (π/4 < θ3 < 3π/4) in respect
to the x axis. The beamsplitter B
are actuated by an attached PZT.
This displacement is sensed by the two
MZIs redundantly. The two outputs
(out1 and out3 for MZI1 and MZI3)
are electrically subtracted so that the
beamsplitter displacement signals are
suppressed.

and MZI3, respectively). Here, we defined that the inline arm is the path transmitting A and
the perpendicular arm is the path reflected by A. The two beams interfere after the second
beamsplitter, B. There are two output ports after the second beamsplitter. The laser fields
are detected by the photo detectors, PD1 and PD3, for MZI1 and MZI3, respectively. One of
the output signals is used to control via mid-fringe locking. The other signal is to monitor the
beamsplitter displacements. The PZT (piezoelectric transducer) is attached to the beamsplitter-
holder to simulate displacement noises. The output signals of MZI1 (out1) and MZI3 (out3) are
sent to the electric subtracter to cancel the displacement noises.

When beamsplitter B is excited by the attached PZT at an angular frequency and an
amplitude d�0, the paths length are changed. The output voltages of PD1 and PD3 can be
respectively written as,

VPD1(ω) ∝ ω0d�1

c
(1)

VPD3(ω) ∝ ω0d�3

c
(2)

where ω0 is the angular frequency of the laser light. d�1 =
√

2d�0 and d�3 = 1−cos(2θ3)
cos(3π/4−θ3)d�0

are caused by the angles of the beamsplitter. Subtracting these two signals, we can remove the
displacement-noise signals. In order to the maximal subtraction, the photo intensities at the
two detectors were adjusted in such a way that the two output voltages agree at the outside
the control band. In addition, the control gains were adjusted so that the control ranges agree
among the two MZIs.

3.2. Result
Figure 3 shows the result of the displacement-noise suppression. The plots are the magnitude
and phase of the transfer functions from the actuated beamsplitter to out1, out3, and the
subtracted signal, including the response functions of the PZT and the photo detectors. The
magnitude of out1 and out3 were tuned appropriately so that the displacement-noise signals
are maximally canceled. About two orders of suppression was achieved in a frequency region in
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Figure 3. Magnitude and phases
of the transfer function from beam-
splitter displacements to output
signals. Solid-red and dashed-blue
plots are magnitudes of the transfer
function from the beamsplitter to
PD1 and PD3, respectively, giving
almost same response below about
1 kHz. Dotted-black lines are mag-
nitude and phase of the DFI signal.
Approximately two orders of mag-
nitude of suppression can be seen
from DC to 1 kHz. The suppres-
sion depends on subtle adjustments
of the balance between the two out-
puts.

which the PZT can be excited consistently. Many mechanical resonants due to the PZT, and
ones caused by coupling of the PZT and the beamsplitter were seen above 1 kHZ. In this region,
the displacement-noise were not canceled.

4. Experimental Plan for 3D Full Configuration
In our next experiment, the DFI will be constructed in 3D space and operated in the full
configuration just as shown in Fig. 1. We will confirm that all test-mass displacements
are canceled while GW signals are retained in the DFI signals. The mirror displacements,
beamsplitter displacements, and the GW effects should be simulated.

The signals of the four MZIs will be extracted and combined so that displacement noises
disappear. The output voltage of each interferometer can be written in frequency domain

V1(Ω) ∝ ω0

c

[
dxC2e

iΩL/c + dxD2e
iΩL/c + dxAe2iΩL/c + dxB

]
(3)

V2(Ω) ∝ ω0

c

[
dxC2e

iΩL/c + dxD2e
iΩL/c + dxA + dxBe2iΩL/c

]
(4)

V3(Ω) ∝ ω0

c

[
dxC1e

iΩL/c + dxD1e
iΩL/c + dxAe2iΩL/c + dxB

]
(5)

V4(Ω) ∝ ω0

c

[
dxC1e

iΩL/c + dxD1e
iΩL/c + dxA + dxBe2iΩL/c

]
(6)

where dxC1 , dxC2 · · · are the amplitudes of the displacement of C1, C2 and so on. Using electric
subtracters, we will obtain the DFI signal VDFI(ω), by combining the signals;

VDFI(Ω) = (V1(Ω) − V2(Ω)) − (V3(Ω) − V4(Ω)). (7)

As was given by Eq. (16) in [9], when the η − ξ polarized GWs come along the z direction, the
DFI signal will respond to the GWs in such a way that

HGW =
iω0hei2ΩL/c

4Ω

[
(2 −

√
2)[1 − e(4+2

√
2)iΩL/c] + (2 +

√
2)[e4iΩL/c − e2

√
2iΩL/c]

]
. (8)
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Figure 4. Transfer function from
the GW signal to the DFI signal
when L = 0.4 m. The peak
frequency depends on the length L.
In our experiment, GW signals are
expected around 200 MHz. The
GW effects will be simulated by
using multiple EOMs.

where we have denoted with h the amplitude of the GW. Figure 4 shows the plot of the response
when the arm length L=0.4m. The GW signals retain around approximately 200 MHz for
this scale. The frequency of the sensitivity peak depends on L. Below the peak frequency, the
response is attenuated in proportional to f2. It is noted that the DFI technique is not yet known
to offer a practical advantages in strain sensitivity at low frequencies for the GW detectors of
current sensitivity because there are merely little displacement noises at high frequencies where
the GW signals are retained. The observation range can be lower for the DFI with longer arms.

4.1. Optical-displacement simulator
The mirror noises are injected by EOMs in the same way as the previous proof-of-principle
experiment shown in [10]. For example, when the displacements of mirror D2 is simulated, we put
an EOM near D2. The beamsplitter noises will be simulated by two EOMs for one beamsplitter.
Although there must be four identical EOMs to mimic the beamsplitter displacements naively,
the two EOMs will be applied on the two optical paths because of the fact that actuating two
lengths differentially and actuating one length of the two are similar effects. For example, when
the displacements of beamsplitter A is simulated, one EOM will be put near A on the AC2 side,
and the other EOM will be put near A on the AD1 side.

4.2. GW simulator
The GWs affects not only one point on the laser path but the whole path. Therefore putting
an EOM on a laser path can not simulate such effects because it yields phase changes at only
one point where it is putting on. A straight forward way to simulate the real GW effects is to
fill EOMs the whole laser paths. However, such many EOMs covering laser paths will cause the
serious reduction of interferometer contrast. Therefore we adopt a tricky procedure. First, we
will put an EOM at one point and take data then put the EOM at the next point and take data.
Repeating this procedure and summing them, we will be able to duplicate the GW effect on the
laser path.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the demonstration of the partially implemented DFI. The
noise suppression of about two orders of magnitude was achieved. The displacement noise of
a beamsplitter was injected by the attached PZT. In addition, the next experimental plan has
been presented. The DFI in the 3D configuration will be built and operated. The GW-signal
survival will be confirmed around 200 MHz while all the optical displacements are canceled in
the DFI signals. The optical displacements will be simulated by EOMs.
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